You buy from the world’s best companies,
so why not invest in them?
THE CASE FOR INTERNATIONAL EQUITIES

Australian investors like owning Australian shares because they know the companies.
Many households for generations have owned shares in Australian iconic companies
such as BHP Billiton, Rio Tinto and Westpac Banking (or their predecessors).
They like backing familiar companies such as AGL Energy, David Jones and Woolworths. They readily sought shares in
formerly government-owned Commonwealth Bank of Australia, Telstra and Qantas Airways and former mutuals such as
AMP and Insurance Australia.
But Australians consume more than locally produced products and services. On any given day, Australians eat or drink
some of the 28 mega-brands owned by Nestlé. Drink many of the 100 million beverages Starbucks makes every week
across its 33,000 outlets in 80 countries. Australians can hardly avoid Microsoft’s Windows since the operating system is
installed in 90% of computers worldwide. Australian’s are on their Apple iPhone all day. An internet search is invariably
through Google as it commands over 90% of the global search market outside China. Millions of Australian’s are among
the 2.7 billion people who visit Facebook’s main site every month. Or might be cardholders with American Express,
MasterCard or Visa. Australian’s help eBay turn over US$100 billion in sales a year, a number that makes the auction
site among world’s top-10 retailers. Colgate-Palmolive, Johnson & Johnson, Nike, Procter & Gamble, Sony, Toyota and
Unilever are other widely used icons.
Yet how many Australians own shares in these international giants even though they are as familiar
as many local companies? Australians could consider owning international shares because they
may:
• broaden investment opportunities; while
• diversifying risk.
Four attributes help international stocks achieve these two outcomes:

1 THE WORLD’S BEST COMPANIES ARE FOUND GLOBALLY
Many of the world’s best companies are found overseas – where 97% of stocks by
market cap are located. Alphabet (the owner of Google), Apple, Alibaba, Facebook
and Microsoft are world beaters that have no local equivalents and are not listed
on the ASX. Nor, are leading companies such as Procter & Gamble, Amazon, Visa,
McDonald’s or SAP.
The large number high quality foreign companies means that international equities
provide more diversification at a stock and sector level than may be found on the ASX,
which is dominated by traditional industries such as financial services and mining. At the
same time, owning some of the world’s best companies can broaden your investment outlook
and potential for returns.
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2 MORE INDUSTRIES TO CHOOSE FROM
The second reason to invest in international equities is to seek greater
access to industries that may be under represented on the ASX. If
somebody thinks that artificial intelligence, 3D-printing or cybersecurity
are the lucrative industries of the future they will find few, if any,
opportunities to invest in these themes on the ASX.
Overseas exchanges can offer a broader selection of industries with
some examples including auto manufacturing (BMW), entertainment (Walt
Disney), healthcare (Novartis of Switzerland), IT (US chipmaker Qualcomm),
industrial goods (Siemens of Germany), luxury brands (France’s Louis Vuitton),
pharmaceuticals (Roche of Switzerland) and telecoms (Vodafone of the UK).

3 REDUCE THE BET ON AUSTRALIA
A portfolio that holds only Australian assets such as property, term deposits and Australian stocks is more heavily
exposed to whatever happens to the Australian economy. While Australia’s economy hummed in the decades
before the coronavirus struck, it could be considered to be one that is overly reliant on commodities and China. Our
record consumer debt, unprecedented foreign debt and frothy housing prices could signal troubles ahead, even if
commodity prices hold up. When you invest in some of the largest international companies you can gain greater
exposure to the global economy because these companies operate the world over and your portfolio will be less
concentrated on Australia.

4 SPREADING CURRENCY RISK
A fourth reason to invest in international stocks is to diversify currency risk. Investing in
international equities offers exposure to foreign currencies because global stocks are bought in
their local currencies, which may include US dollars, yen, euros or Swiss francs.
This currency diversification may create a better match between your assets and liabilities over
your life. People may not necessarily realise it but their liabilities include the money they may
spend on imports. Holding assets denominated in foreign currencies may help compensate for
higher import costs should the Australian dollar slump. While our dollar might seem stable now, it
fell as low as 47 US cents in 2001.

Investing in international equities can broaden investment opportunities and may bring stock, industry, country and
currency diversification to a portfolio while seeking the potential to generate superior long-term returns.
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